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Abstract
Generalised myotonia Becker (GM) is an
autosomal recessively inherited muscle
disorder. Affected subjects exhibit myo-
tonic muscle stiffness in all skeletal
muscles with marked hypertrophy in the
legs. A transient muscle weakness is par-
ticularly pronounced in the arms and
hands and is a typical symptom of the
disorder. Recently, we showed complete
linkage of the disorder GM to the gene
(CLCN1) coding for the skeletal muscle
chloride channel CLC-1 and the TCRB
gene on chromosome 7 in German fami-
lies. In the study presented here we per-
formed linkage analysis on 14 new GM
families. The GM locus was again com-
pletely linked to both the CLCN1 and the
TCRB gene in all families with a com-
bined lod score of Z = 9-26 at a recombi-
nation fraction of 0 = 000. This confirms
our previous data and supports the
hypothesis that GM is a genetically
homogeneous disorder. The previously
detected T to G missense mutation is
found on 15% of the 66 GM chromosomes
counted so far.
(J Med Genet 1993;30:914-17)

Following the description by Thomsen' of an
autosomal dominant myotonic disorder in
1876, subsequent reports classified all patients
with non-dystrophic human myotonia as hav-
ing Thomsen disease. In 1948 Thomasen2 dis-
cussed the possibility of a non-dystrophic
myotonic disorder inherited in an autosomal
recessive manner. It was Becker, however,
who, using pedigree analysis in 104 German
families, showed convincingly that inheritance
of a human myotonia was compatible with
autosomal recessive transmission.34 Becker
named the disorder generalised myotonia
(MIM 255700) to distinguish it from the well
recognised autosomal dominant myotonia con-
genita (Thomsen disease, MIM 160800).

Generalised myotonia (GM) is a non-dys-
trophic myotonic disorder of the skeletal
muscle with an estimated prevalence of
1:50 000 and a heterozygote frequency of
about 1% in the German population.4 Data
from other populations are sparse and are
limited to single cases and family reports 99
Symptoms of GM may appear as early as 2

years of age or as late as the beginning of the
third decade. Most patients notice symptoms
primarily in the leg muscles. Within a few
years the stiffness is also experienced in the
arms, the neck, and the facial muscles. Many
patients exhibit marked hypertrophy of the

thigh, gluteal, and calf muscles. In a number
of patients myotonic stiffness is followed by
a transient weakness, which is particularly
pronounced in the arms and hands.'0 Electro-
myographic investigation shows abundant
myotonic discharges in all skeletal muscles.
There are no pathognomonic structural abnor-
malities in the muscle fibres and muscle biopsy
is therefore not useful to aid diagnosis.
The basis of the myotonic symptoms is a

hyperexcitability of the muscle fibre mem-
brane. In GM this hyperexcitability is thought
to be based on a reduced sarcolemmal chloride
conductance.I 12 Studies of the mouse ADR
phenotype and genotype, a recessively inher-
ited myotonic mutant, which is considered to
be a realistic animal model for human myoto-
nia with an autosomal recessive mode of in-
heritance, gave the first clues to the molecular
identification of the human GM gene.""'7 In a
second step the major mammalian skeletal
muscle chloride channel CLC-1 was cloned.'8
A transposon, which destroys the coding se-
quence for several membrane spanning do-
mains of the skeletal muscle chloride channel
in ADR mice, was identified.'9 In addition this
gene was mapped to mouse chromosome 6
between marker genes Tcrb and Hox 1.1, both
of which are located in human chromosome 7.
Subsequently, a partial human CLC-1 cDNA
clone (pL7) derived from the skeletal muscle
chloride channel gene (CLCN1) was localised
to human chromosome 7q32-qter and was
shown to be tightly linked to TCRB.20 Tight
linkage of these two loci to the GM gene was
found in seven German families. A mutation in
the CLCN1 gene was also identified, a phenyl-
alanine to cysteine substitution in the putative
transmembrane domain D8 of the channel
protein.
The present study was undertaken to collect

further data in additional well defined GM
families in order to determine whether the
disease shows allelic or non-allelic genetic
heterogeneity.

Materials and methods
FAMILY STUDIES
Clinical and genetic studies were performed in
14 well defined German GM families (78 sub-
jects) comprising 25 affected (aged 3 to 70
years) and 21 unaffected offspring. All family
members were personally seen by two of the
authors (MCK, KR). An EMG in at least one
affected family member was performed. In
addition 12 isolated patients with the diagnosis
GM were screened for the rare pL7/NsiI allele
A3, representing the T to G missense muta-
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Table 1 Probes and polymorphisms used in the analysis.

Allele Allele
Locus/probe Polymorphism sizes frequencies PIC

CLCNl/pL7 NsiI Al > 30 kb 0-6
A221kb,17kb 04
A3 21 kb, 10 kb, 7 kb T>G 0.3720

AvaIl Al 15kb 0-2
A2 12 kb 0-8 02720

Sau96I Al 22kb 0-18
A2 18kb 0-82 0.2526

TCRB PCR type 7 alleles*
240-280 bp
A1-A4 0 165
A5 001
A6 0-32
A7 0 01 0.7623

* Data from this study.

tion. Altogether 37 patients (n = 25 + 12) were
investigated.

DNA ANALYSIS
Genomic DNA was isolated from blood
samples and aliquots were digested with res-
triction enzymes (table 1), subjected to electro-
phoresis on 0-8% agarose gels, and transferred
to nylon membranes by standard methods.2'
Filters were hybridised to the radiolabelled
partial CLC-1 cDNA insert (2.5 kb EcoRI) of
the probe pL7 (extending from bp 510 to the
poly-A tail), corresponding to parts of the
CLCN1 gene.'920

PCR BASED ANALYSIS
PCR analysis was set up using standard con-
ditions with minor modifications.22 Genomic
DNA was subjected to amplification by using
primers for a multiallelic dinucleotide repeat
polymorphism in the TCRB gene described by
Abdalla et al.33 Each reaction was performed in
a 25 to 50 pl volume containing 500 ng geno-
mic DNA template, 200 ng of each primer,
200 pmol/l each dGTP, dATP, dTTP,
20 pmol/l dCTP, and 1.0 pCi [a-_32P]dCTP at
3000 Ci/mmol, 5 pl 10 x reaction buffer
(15 mmol/l MgCl2) plus 1 U Taq polymerase.
The cycling conditions (30 x ) were 94°C,

60°C, and 72°C for one minute, respectively.
PCR products were electrophoresed on 6%
denaturing polyacrylamide gels and dried gels
were exposed on radiographic film. Polymor-
phism in the size of PCR products was deter-
mined in 90 unrelated German controls. Seven
alleles were found, the most common allele
being allele A6 of approximately 244 bp
(table 1).

Table 2 Summary of the lod score results between chromosome 7q markers and
generalised myotonia Becker (GM).

Recombination fraction (0)

Linkage comparison 0 00 0 001 0 01 0-05 0 1 0-2 0-3

A This study
(n= 14 families)
GM v TCRB 8-28 8-26 8-05 7-12 5-97 3-80 1.93
GM v CLCN1 6 01 5-99 5-84 5-20 4 40 2-87 1 49
GM v TCRB/CLCN1 9-26 9-24 9-02 8-06 6-86 4 50 2-35

B Data from Koch et al20
(n = 7 families)
GM v TCRB 2-53 2-52 2-45 2-16 1-81 1-13 0-56
GM v CLCN1 4-69 4-67 4-57 4-10 3-50 2-29 1 15
GM v TCRB/CLCN1 5-79 5-77 5-61 5-00 4-23 2-72 1-35

C Combined multipoint lod score for both studies
(n=21 families)

15 05 15 01 14-63 13-06 1109 7-22 3-7

LINKAGE ANALYSIS
Two point and multipoint lod scores were
calculated by the method of maximum likeli-
hood and the computer program LINKAGE
5 04, updated by Ott.24 Autosomal recessive
inheritance with complete penetrance was
assumed for GM.

HETEROGENEITY TEST
There are three alternative hypotheses in the
HOMOG programs: H0, HI, and H2.2425 The
hypothesis in favour of heterogeneity (H2) as-
sumes two family sets in the study, one that
does show linkage to the marker locus tested
and one that does not. The homogeneity
hypothesis (H1) assumes that the relationship
between the disease locus and marker locus is
the same in all families studied. The null
hypothesis (Ho) assumes both homogeneity
and absence of linkage. The related program
HOMOG2 divides the families under study
into two categories which both show linkage
but to different markers on the chromosome.

Results
CLINICAL FINDINGS
All subjects classified as affected fulfilled the
diagnostic criteria outlined in the introduc-
tion. Four families came from the same remote
rural area and parental consanguinity could
not be excluded. The remaining 10 families
were not related. In 12 families both parents
were included in the linkage analysis and in
two families only one parent was available.
An EMG was performed on 11 obligate

heterozygote parental couples. In one family
both parents and in a second family the mother
exhibited discrete myotonic discharges. Of the
21 unaffected sibs, 16 were shown to be hetero-
zygous gene carriers by haplotype informa-
tion. Of the 37 affected subjects 27 showed
transient weakness, in five patients the exami-
nation was equivocal, and in five patients no
weakness was detected.

LINKAGE ANALYSIS
The lod scores from the two point and multi-
point analyses at a recombination fraction of
0 = 000-030 are summarised in table 2. All
parents were typed with both gene probes and
the informative polymorphisms were used to
type the offspring. No recombination was
found between GM and the markers applied.
Each gene probe separately, and the combined
haplotype of the two, were tightly linked to
GM with a maximum lod score of Z = + 9 26
at 0 = 000 (support interval 0 00-0 04). The
combined multipoint lod score of 21 GM fami-
lies, comprising 14 GM families from this
study and seven GM families from our pre-
vious study, resulted in an overall score of
Z = + 15 05 at 0 = 0 00 (support interval 0 00-
0 02). No preferential haplotype segregated
with the disease in the different families. Pedi-
grees and linkage data of two representative
German GM families are shown in the figure.
The allele A3 (pL7/NsiI), representing a T
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to G point mutation, was found in five fami-
lies. All affected family members were com-
pound heterozygotes, having in addition an as
yet unidentified second mutation.
Of the 12 well defined isolated GM patients

two exhibited this missense mutation on one
chromosome. Together with the two pre-
viously reported families20 this mutation was
found in 15% of the 66 GM chromosomes
counted.

HETEROGENEITY TESTS
The lod scores for each family, obtained from
the LINKAGE results, were used in the
HOMOG programs. Analysis of the data
under the assumption of heterogeneity (H2 v
HI) gave negative results (table 3A): X2 values
fn-r 'hPrPrnooPn1itX7 arf- nrat c!irvni4S^-nt thko'n

are 1-0. The computer program HOMOG2
was used to perform a statistical A test for the
presence of two sets of families, one set linked
to TCRB and one set linked to CLCN1. The
likelihood ratios for heterogeneity were calcu-
lated under the hypothesis of heterogeneity
versus homogeneity. The hypothesis of link-
age with only one family type (HI) is supported
(table 3B), while H2 (= heterogeneity) is
rejected (X2 = 0-00). The approximate 95%
confidence interval presented by the HOMOG
program is 0=0 00-008 (ot=0055-1-00) for
CLCN1 and 0=0 00-004 (ot=0 80-1 00) for
TCRB. The 95% confidence interval for the A
test performed using HOMOG2 includes the
region from 0 = 0 00-002 (,a = 0 05-1 00).

1U1- 11CtI.L.gAJI1L4y arc noLt s1ig111.inc
mum In likelihood values are no
the two hypotheses, and therefor,

TCRB repeat
pL7/NsiI
pL7/Sau961

43 <4

3 11 w2

22

3 *4 5

ww2

N6

Genotypes produced by the dinucleotide repeat polymorphism in the TC
the probe pL7 (partial CLC-1 cDNA) in two families. Alleles are as c
table 1.

Table 3A Tests of linkage homogeneity (HOMOG, version 3O0) in 2
for loci TCRB and CLCN1.

CLCN1

Tests df x2 Max ln(L) a %2 h

H2 v HI (heterog) 1 0-0 24 62 1 0 0.0
HI v HO linkage 1 49 2 24-62 (1) 49.8
H2 v HO total 2 49-2 (0) (0) 49-8

Table 3B Tests for linkage homogeneity (HOMOG2, version 2 75) i?
families for linkage to two different loci, TCRB and CLCN1.

Tests df x2 Max ln(L) a

H2 v HI (heterog) 2 0 0 49-5 1.0
HI v HO linkage 1 99-0 49.5 (1)
H2 v HO total 3 99.0 (0) (0)

alni, Line m1a1x1 Discussion

t different for The results of the present study show linkage
e the a values between the disorder GM and the CLCN1

gene, coding for the skeletal muscle chloride
6 channel CLC-1, and the TCRB gene on the

long arm ofhuman chromosome 7. 1'920 The data
thus confirm our recent results for linkage in
this chromosomal region in seven GM families
and extend the study to 21 GM families in total.
Our pooled data provide no evidence for a

model with two different loci independently
causing the disease, either on different chro-
mosomes or in the same chromosomal region.

6 The latter situation was shown for retinitis
6 2 pigmentosa on the short arm of the X chromo-
3 1 some.27 The homogeneity data for GM are in
2 2 agreement with the clinical picture for the

disorder, which is quite uniform and shows no
extensive intra- or interfamilial variability.
This does not, of course, exclude mutational

1 heterogeneity at the actual GM disease locus.
2 This does exist since the identified missense
2 mutation is present in a homozygous state in

only one family, the heterozygous parents
being third cousins.20 The remaining eight
affected subjects exhibit the mutation on one
chromosome only, which suggests compound
heterozygosity.
Autosomal dominant myotonia congenita

7(MC, Thomsen disease) has also been shown
6 2 to be linked to the CLCN1 and TCRB genes
2 1 and a mutation has been identified.202328 These
1 2 data suggest that the two phenotypes which

,RB gene and appeared at first to represent separate entities
described in are, in fact, allelic disorders. Therefore the two

diseases are now classified as muscle chloride
channel disorders, in a similar manner to the

I GM families designation of the different phenotypes in
muscle sodium channelopathies.29
Data from the clinical and genetic studies ofTCRB Thomasen2 and Becker4 suggested that about

lax ln(L) oa 80% of the reported MC families do have the
2489 10 autosomal recessive form of GM. The dia-
24-89 (1) gnosis ofGM as opposed to MC should not be
(0) (0) difficult in typically affected subjects. The

classical GM patient will exhibit a transientnz 21 GM muscle weakness and a family history of auto-
somal recessive inheritance.30 Our study

01 02 showed that transient muscle weakness is a
0 0 0.0 good diagnostic criterion which differentiates
0°0 0.0 GM from MC. About 75% of the affected(0-5) (0-5) subjects studied have this symptom. However,
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in isolated cases without transient muscle
weakness it may not be possible to make a
distinction between GM and Thomsen dis-
ease.
The muscle chloride channel disorders, GM

and MC, have to be added to the increasing
number of diseases that are sometimes domi-
nantly and sometimes recessively inherited,
even though they are linked to the same gene
locus and show mutations within the same

gene, as shown recently for hypoparathyr-
oidism and retinitis pigmentosa.31 32 Future
studies into these chloride channel disorders
may show a possible basis for the differences in
inheritance. The reported translation mutation
(phe to cys) in the CLCN1 protein product
probably results in a null allele with respect to
the ability to participate in channel function.
Since it is predicted that the gene product is a

homomeric multisubunit protein in a single
dose, a partial loss of functional gene product
might be relatively harmless and may not
change channel function; the heterozygote
consequently would not show an abnormal
phenotype. However, a heterozygous con-

dition which produces an abnormal gene

product of a dominant negative type which
interferes with the expression of the normal
allele will have a deleterious effect, such as

alterations in the physical properties of chan-
nel function, and thus the phenotype will be
changed.
The identification of additional mutations in

the CLCN1 gene might therefore allow corre-

lations between specific mutations, genotypes,
and phenotypes. However, many mutations
may not be observed in sufficient numbers to
allow definition of their precise phenotypes,
nor to draw conclusions for altered channel
function.
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